
To continue, backtrack using the same forest road
Until you reach the concrete you left behind some time ago
When you get there, turn right
And ride the turns of the asphalt, pedaling with all your might

Do not veer of course, stick to Leśna Street
The sight of a church will soon your eyes greet
This place of worship is one of Zaborów’s many treasures
And worth exploring in every possible measure!

Perhaps it „does not fit” our quest path, or bear a semblance
To Zaborów’s Sites of National Remembrance
However the church was a place of comfort and wonder
During the times of the war’s terrible thunder

Your journey is slowly nearing its conclusion
There’s only one matter „to take care of” left on this extrusion
You must provide the password in a very special place
To find the treasure and enjoy it at the end of the race

How many short crosses in Wiktorów did you see?
Substract „12” from the answer and the result will tell thee
That this number needs to be added to the password
And this is it – you’ve almost reached your award!
But the password will the sad truth of the Wiktorów 
graveyard unveil
It’s the number of people buried there over whom death 
prevailed!
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WHERE IS IT?
Zaborów is located in the Leszno commune in the West Warsaw 
county, near the regional roads no. 580 and 888. The expedition 
starts around the monument on the school area, near the 
roundabout. If you’re here for the weekend, you need to find 
one of the open gates.
THEME:
The bicycle trip along the mission path will bring to you the 
places connected with independence battles of Polish soldiers 
and bravery of local residents. During the World War II Zaborów 
and its neighboring area was a place where tragic events 
connected with the occupation and German soldiers stationing 
in the school in Zaborów took place.
HOW TO FIND THE TREASURE?
During your bicycle trip you will have to solve riddles and 
collect certain numbers. If you do it correctly, at the end of the 
expedition you will guess the password. Take something to write 
with and move on the quest path! Good luck!
BICYCLE TRAVEL TIME: ca. 45 minutes
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PASSWORD
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To get the treasure, hurry now to the presbytery grounds
You need only find the priest and to him the password announce
But do not take the reward with you from this place of prayer
Let others enjoy the quest adventure – those that will come here 
later!

PLACE FOR TREASURE

IN THE FOOTSTEPS 
OF KAMPINOS 

HEROES



Welcome, Honored Guest, to Zaborów, a town of great beauty
Where more than one spot a fascinating tale will tell thee
For though our town is quite small in size
It has seen many war events with its ages-old eyes

Though this place not only war remembers; the history here is rich
And many stories take place here that might bewitch
We would like to tell you a story in a very special way
Of events that you may not have heard about – until today

In the area of Zaborów and the vast Kampinos Forest vale
More than one place could tell a tragic tale...
As during the Second World War, in these times of fear
The „Kampinos” Home Army was stationed here

In its ranks were the guerilla soldiers of Kampinos
Who in the Warsaw Uprising came to blows
In 1944 here lied the Independent Kampinos Republic
And ‚tis a crucial fact – not a silly limerick! 

You stand by a stone that remembers events
So tragic you would not believe – despite the evidence
Of the Zaborów school’s sad fate
For – alas – it did not only educate.. 

As early as the second half of September, 1939
The German occupants forces were garrisoned nigh
And at the war’s half-point, in 1943’s summer heat
A German police unit marched into the school to the beat
And its cruelty was a truly terrible feat!

Approach the school now, a special part of it you’ll see
One that houses the current school library
It’s an old part of the building, made of red brick walls
That since the first half of the 20th century stand here tall      

In the school there lived the German Schutzpolizei
Who kept their prisoners in the „brick tower” up high
For the police’s task was this (and they were thorough):
To destroy the Polish resistance and break their sense of honor
To this day there remains in the school their place of torture
Which the memory of Hitler’s crimes does silently nurture  

It is time to move on, for it’s just the beginning of our quest
Pass the main gate and head towards Warsaw, to your left
Pass carefully through the traffic-filled street
Until to your right a war cemetery your eyes will meet

When you see it, go past the low fence
And approach the statue of the nation’s force of defence
It is the war quarters of those fallen in September ‚39
The soldiers of the Polish Army – this is their shrine

How many white crosses can you see at this place? 
hat’s how many fallen soldiers are kept here in history’s embrace
Write down this number’s first digit – and only the first one!
At the first blank spot in the password – one task done!       

Pay your honor to the fallen and be on your way
Towards Warsaw – but don’t take all day!
Look to your left for signs of one of nature’s seasons in the year
The one that is most „green” and brings people lots of cheer
(And remember: Wiosenna means Spring Street here!) 

Turn here, follow Wiosenna street all the way
Until its end, you’ll reach a forest where you may
Turn left, the asphalt will not let you divert
From the correct path – but all the same stay alert!

Once Leśna St. turns left in an arch, look to the right
Until a forest road and blue path greet your sight
There you’ll also find a sign with a red-tinted background
Informing that you are on the Kampions National Park grounds

Use this path, go forward without fear or hesitation
You will pass a barrier – pay no heed and continue towards 
your destination!
Until you see a war cemetery symbol on a sign
Follow the arrow there to reach your goal in due time 

You are now at the Wiktorów War Cemetery
The plaque here many tragic tales will tell thee
Of heroes who fought the German occupier
Both soldiers and civilians battled here – so it transpired

And thus began the story of the Wiktorów graveyard:
Two men, who lived in Zaborów – both brave of heart
In the school by Gestapo soldiers they were interrogated
To the death, and buried in the ground where you’re now situated

The bodies of soldiers fallen in battle were exhumed
And now with honor at this sacred place they are entombed
The Schutzpolizei also took their bloody toll
Many of their victims rest here too – bless their souls
And now count the number of short crosses that you see nearby          
And get back on your bike, for it’s time to bid this place goodbye 
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